OIL QTY Indicator

Cut 3x M3 thread

Place 20mm spacers and cut off
on the other side.

Place stepper motor on the
other acrylic piece. Two M2 screws
are required.

Use very little glue to attach dial to
plastic.

Now drill a hole in the two attachment
holes of the dial that is slightly smaller
(about 0,2mm) than the diameter
of the original screw. This way
you can place the original screws
without the need to cut a thread.
The screws will hold in the acrylic base
plate.

Turn the axle of the stepper motor to
its internal stop.

Use little glue to attach needle to brass tube. Might not even be
required but we don't want to open this gauge again for a loose
needle.
Attaching brass tube to stepper motor. Read all steps before
Starting this most important part of the gauge construction.
Reconfirm the stepper is at its internal stop.
Use very litte glue only and try to put it in the
hole directly. Now place needle assy
on stepper motor axis.
Make sure the needle is between dial and
the black metal cover.
Once the spacing is correct IMMEDIATELY
move the needle to the 0 position of the
dial. Now let the glue dry. The stepper's motor
internal stop should now be equal to the 0
of the dial.

Sand the rear end of the instrument
housing to have a perfectly flat end.

Clean glass from inside to remove
dust and dirt from sanding.

Glue the two end pieces
together and make sure all
holes are ALIGNED.

Solder wires from motor to DSUB pins.
Pin 1 of motor goes to pin 1 of the DSUB
Connector. Etc.
Also now put all remaining spacers
And put the rear end holding the SDUB
connectors.
Use little metal spacers to archieve
correct distance between dial and glass.
check with non converted gauges.

Drill 2mm hole in the instrument housing and 1,6mm in the acrylic piece. Now cut M2
thread and drill a countersink for the M2 screws in the instrument housing.

